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AuthenticityAbstract The conservation of historical buildings in developed countries has been very common,
well carried out, and accumulated a wealth of experience. Conversely, the developing countries do
not have this experience, qualiﬁed experts or professionals to handle the restoration process of his-
torical buildings independently. So, unless the developing countries received comprehensive support
from the related cultural societies and institutions in developed countries for the conservation of its
historical heritage, many problems will arise and excessive sums of money will be incurred. The
Omani–French museum is a case in point. Through discussing the renovation process of the afore-
said building- as a case study- this paper will highlight some critical issues such as the importance of
involving an integrated team of highly qualiﬁed professionals. The precautions to maintain the well-
being of the building against any further problems arising or required modiﬁcations must also be
included in the mission of the said team. Authentic treatment of historical buildings must be highly
considered, taking in consideration the new standards of rehabilitating process. Any modern tech-
niques or plants needed must be added with great care to blend with the essence of the original envi-
ronment.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Housing and Building National Research
Center.Introduction
Conservation can be deﬁned as the process of understanding,
interpreting and managing the architectural heritage in order
to safely deliver it to posterity [1]. Many of our traditionalbuildings are far more charming and posses greater character
than their modern counterparts, having been constructed by
skilled craftsmen using high quality natural materials. Such
buildings are often more attractive to certain uses, particularly
banks, insurance companies, building societies, museums, etc.
which represent an image of solidity, prestige, and prosperity
to any society [2].
Oman, like many other developing countries, is a nation in
transition. A mere four decades ago, the country was a closed
and listless society, basically isolated from the outside world.
The country was severely affected by the ‘‘brain drain’’, as
many young men were despaired of the limited educational
possibilities in the only three schools in the country. There
was a huge lack of services and infrastructure facilities. In
Fig. 1 A photograph of Bait Faransa in 1907 (presented in the
museum).
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marked the beginning of the modern era in Oman. While
Oman is continuing to meet the challenges of the current glo-
bal knowledge economy, Oman does not compromise cher-
ished traditions and social values. It has been recognized
that Oman’s deep rooted history which stretches back more
than 8000 years ago, is a source of national pride, not obstruc-
tion to progress [3].
Oman has more standing historic buildings per square kilo-
meter than the majority of the Arab countries. Omani historic
buildings are mainly fortiﬁed [4]. There are over 500 forts, cas-
tles, and towers in the country which have a 1700 km coastline
[5]. The historical buildings include fortiﬁed palaces, caravan-
serais, semi-fortiﬁed domestic compounds, and pseudo-forti-
ﬁed mansions. All of the aforementioned wealth of Oman’s
heritage are in utmost need to be preserved and upgraded, to
avoid collapse and demolition. Such a huge mission is a real
burden on local authorities with all the complexity of interdis-
ciplinary nature of conservation policy, work, and planning
which include a whole team of professionals. The above mis-
sion is far beyond the possibilities of Oman, as many other
developing countries, which just forty years ago have moved
away from their traditional tribal society, reliant on the desert,
to a twentieth-century one.
Considering historical buildings as human heritage, not just
local heritage, this paper aims to draw the attention of the
international related cultural societies and institutions to help
developing countries in the restoration of historical and tradi-
tional buildings with the technical, technological, and manage-
rial support. Through discussing the conservation of the
Omani–French museum, as a case study, some critical issues
will be highlighted concerning the renovation process to be
taken into consideration in further similar studies from special-
ized professionals, architects, surveyors, engineers besides post
graduate building renovation students, and undergraduate
architects and surveyors.
The history of the said building will be presented. Then,
study of the approaches and applications of conserving histor-
ical buildings in the world and Oman will be discussed. Next, a
glance at restoration work will be taken. Reﬂection on conser-
vation process of Bait Faransa as The Omani–French Museum
will be clariﬁed. Tracing the consequences of the upgrading
process will be demonstrated depending on the ﬁeld study
and interviews with three senior responsible persons, besides
the experts’ report. Finally the recommended criteria of re-
qualifying historical buildings in developing countries will be
settled.
Bait Faransa, history and signiﬁcance
Oman is situated on the Arabian Sea, between Yemen to the
south west, Saudi Arabia to the west and United Arab Emir-
ates to the northwest. Oman is an ancient country, geologically
its history stretches back more than 8000 years, but the earliest
mention of Oman is thought to be in a cuneiform table of
about 2300 BC., which reveals that there was a ﬂourishing cop-
per mining and smelting industry [6].
The Omani–French relationship began in the 17th century,
as French ships carrying sugar and spices from the Indian
Ocean islands met Omani vessels at Mombassa, Kilwa and
Zanzibar. At the beginning of the 18th century, the shah ofPersia tried to acquire French military aid against Muscat.
The kings of France preferred maintaining friendly relations
with the Imams of Oman [7].
Some high points in bilateral relations were that, in 1759
Imam Ahmed bin Said censured the Muscat harbor governor
who ordered his guns to ﬁre to prevent Count d`’ Estaing – a
French ofﬁcer – from capturing a Turkish vessel-armed by
the British – for ‘‘daring to break friendship with the French’’.
Besides, the permission Paris granted to Omani ships to hoist
the French ﬂag if their owners had properties in a French col-
ony. In addition to a treaty of friendship and trade which was
signed in 1844, the concession granted in 1898 by sultan Faisal
bin Turkey enabled the French to create a coal depot at Ban-
dar Jissa, near Muscat.
Since 1794 Paris had tried to have a consulate in Muscat,
but the ﬁrst consul to take up a residence at Muscat was Paul
Ottavi in 1894, who played a major role in developing good
relations between France and Oman. Sultan Faysal bin Turki
presented a house-which was constructed between 1820 and
1840 to the order of Ghaliyah bint Salim-a member of the
Royal Family-to Paul Ottavi around 1894 as a consulate and
a house, and that is why it was called Bait Faransa, as there
were thirteen French heads of missions at Bait Faransa from
1894 to 1920. In 1920, the last French consul-Yuounou-left
the house. Then having been long abandoned by the French,
in 1948, the house was occupied by the British Bank of the
Middle East and later was transformed into governmental
ofﬁces.
During his state visit to Paris in 1989, His Majesty Sultan
Qaboos decided to dedicate Bait Fransa to Omani–French
relations. It was converted into a museum and jointly opened
by him and the President of France, Franc¸ois Mitterrand, in
January 1992 [8]. ‘‘Bait Fransa was the only building in the
world to be wholly dedicated to friendship between France and
another country’’ mentioned Alain Gourmont, who served as
France’s cultural attache´ in Muscat.
Bait Faransa as shown in Fig. 1 is located in Old Muscat –
the capital-between Al-Bab Al-Kabir and the site of the Old
Suq (Bazaar). The house is designed around a central court-
yard, the walls including the interior ones, as are of massive
thickness, up to at least three feet. The ﬁrst, and only, ﬂoor
was about twenty feet up and the roof another twenty feet
above that. The living rooms opened out on a wide balcony.
Each room had a heavy wooden carved door-as one of the
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lintel. The tall wooden arches of the veranda were a reminder
of the Chehel Sutun in Isfahan [9] as shown in Fig. 2.
The house represented the traditional Omani architecture
with a range of inﬂuences from the pre-Islamic, Islamic, Per-
sian and Portuguese. The most profound effect in domestic
architecture belonged to the military architecture wrought in
mud-brick. Some remarkable features are crenellated court-
yards walls and strong outer gates, that are all typical of old
and new Omani houses with decorative elements tending to
take second place to solid defendable structures [10].
A study of the approaches and applications of conserving
historical buildings in the world and Oman
An interest in the repair and restoration of ancient buildings
was expressed as early as the sixth century AD by the Emperor
Theodoric the Great. The Emperor commissioned an Architec-
tus Publicorum to oversee the restoration of all important civil
structures in Rome, such as the city walls and the colosseum
[11]. Later, renaissance architects’ studies and drawings of
Roman historic buildings were conducted by Guiliano de
Sangallo.
The ﬁrst to write technically about the maintenance, resto-
ration, and consolidation of historical buildings was Leon Bat-
tista Alberti in his tenth book, he used the medical analogy, so
popular today, and advocated a tough investigation on the
cause of decay before deciding on a course of action.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Leonardo Da
Vinci presented the ﬁrst accurate mechanical interpretation
of structural work, together with structural repair and preven-
tive measures. The modern involvement of the state in the pro-
tection of monuments was at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. Raphael was appointed as commissioner of monu-
ments. The ﬁrst attempt to apply rational analysis to explain
the causes of an observed damaged state in an existing struc-
ture and to propose the least intervention was in 1748, whereas
Giovanni Poleni reported on cracks in the dome of St. Peter’s
Rome.
The concept of reversibility and respective treatment of
works of art and the importance of authenticity in the originalFig. 2 View from the ﬁrst ﬂoor gallery opening to the courtyard
– 1907 (presented in the museum).piece as an embodiment of history, were ﬁrst introduced dur-
ing the eighteenth century in sculpture and painting repairs
by Johann J. Winckelmann and Giovanni P. Bellori. In Italy,
these concepts were approaches to the restoration of architec-
tural monuments. For example, the work carried out by Rafﬂe
S. in 1806 to stabilize the eastern end of the outer wall of the
colosseum. In this work, more modest, a clearly different mate-
rial was used to support the original parts even those threaten-
ing to collapse. No attempt to disguise the intervention was
done. However, just twenty years later, this approach to struc-
ture repair was diluted, mainly as a result of esthetic criticism.
In the U.K., William Atkinson had another approach. He
was the ﬁrst to propose carrying out repair by using mortar
mixes rather than substituting failed sandstone with new cut.
He recommended the use of Parker’s cement, a hydraulic lime
obtained from the calcination of both stones, today known as
Roman cement. This approach to consideration work was later
retained in both the RIBA guidelines and the SPAB manifests.
The above two approaches were very often guidelines and writ-
ings about the care of historic buildings in the early nineteenth
century. Both the aforementioned approaches advocated a sci-
entiﬁc methodology respectful of the historic and archeological
value of the monument.
Another approach is ‘‘stylistic restoration’’, for example in
France, the style of choice was Gothic, which was considered a
principle architectural heritage of the nation. Substantial work
was undertaken on churches and castles, either because of the
need of remedial work or to remove additions from other peri-
ods. In England during the same period, John Ruskin led a
strong critical movement against stylistic restoration. Ruskin
was concerned with the scene of history embedded in a weath-
ered surface as the principal value of a historic building,
together with its architectural composition and ﬁnishes; these
he considered testament to the process of creativity and hence
to the authenticity of a particular building.
Sir George Gilbert Scott discussed his approach to historic
buildings conservation in 1862, as he highlighted in a paper,
that became a set of principle rules published by RIBA in
1865 with the title Conservation of Ancient Monuments and
Remains. This document provided the basic methodological
and ethical approach to conservation and besides establishing
practice in terms of institutional and private involvement and
the roles of different professionals. Scott’s paper was very
inﬂuential and it still informs much of today’s conservation
practice.
In 1877, WilliamMorris founded the Society for the Protec-
tion of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) and issued a manifesto
which declared maintenance and conservative repair to be fun-
damental conservation principles. It identiﬁed authenticity in a
historic building as the original in situ material and style. Con-
sequently, any substitution of old with new or restoration was
clearly associated with loss of authenticity and value, and it
had to be banned. The SPAB was inﬂuential across Europe,
where its members engaged themselves in debate or denounced
conservation work on major international landmarks [1].
The current public concept and awareness of historic pres-
ervation and rehabilitation is a recent one. In 1963, a building
as widely recognized for the quality of architecture as New
York’s Pennsylvania station could be demolished by its owner
without the necessity of an established form to present public
opposition. Although architects and other people interested in
preserving the station protested, and newspapers published
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served – and if needed to be modiﬁed for new uses – had not
ﬁrmly taken in completely. The growth of interest in building
preservation has led to the creation of a new branch of archi-
tecture and engineering [12].
In the present day, while different approaches are still pre-
dominant in different countries, the preservation of historic
buildings is regulated worldwide by the Venice Charter issued
in 1964. This was underwritten by representatives from sixteen
countries forming the International Council on Monuments
and Sites (ICOMOS) which was founded by the United
Nations Educational Scientiﬁc and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). Since then many other charters have been pub-
lished and many countries have joined in [1].
Furthermore, since 1990s the world has entered a new era
deeply inﬂuenced by information society, international
exchange and global economy that are growing very fast.
Meanwhile, sustainable development has gradually become a
basic consensus due to the continued deterioration of global
environment. Thereby, for nearly half a century, the adaptive
reuse of historical buildings has been receiving more and more
attention in Europe, US, and even in the whole world. A large
number of historic buildings and sites were becoming the
major objective in the renewal and reconstruction of old towns
[13].
Oman, among many other developing countries, began its
renaissance period as late as 1970. In the same year, a number
of experts were commissioned to prepare urban development
planning of Muscat, the capital, and neighboring Muttrah
from 1970 to 1973. All the reports adopted some recommenda-
tions to deﬁne the status and role of the old city of Muscat in
the context of national politics and economics; to preserve the
walls and traditional buildings in the new districts; and to pro-
pose plans for the expanding metropolitan region. One report
deﬁned Muscat as a Cul-de-sac city, an enclave of historic
buildings that should be kept untouched. Their reports empha-
sized the tremendous national value of Muscat’s heritage,
which they recommended should be enriched by maintenance
and renovation [9].
The Ministry of National Heritage was established in early
1976, and in July of that year a mission visited Oman at the
request of the Minister to study and advise on the structure
of the Ministry. According to the proposed structure, there
were to be three departments including a department for cul-
tural heritage, one of its divisions was the Department of His-
toric Forts and Castles for protection and preservation of
monuments and sites. Dr. R. Lewcock, an architect, was
appointed in September of that year as a non-resident advisor
on historic buildings. Regretfully, there has been no one to fol-
low up or carry out his instructions or recommendations.
In 1977, at the request of the Government of Oman, A. G.
Walls a consultant of the UNESCO was commissioned to con-
duct a survey of the historic forts and houses in Oman, make
recommendations concerning their restoration, and prepare
cost estimates thereon. The three-month mission was ﬁnanced
under a UNESCO’s program. Within the limitations of a
three-month mission the consultant would only be able to visit
and become conversant with a selected number of structures –
only 39 structures out of 500 – easily accessible from Muscat.
The consultant gave the ﬁrst priority to the future organization
of the Department of Historic Forts and Castles of the minis-
try of heritage. He was convinced that without a well-deﬁnedand clear image of the departments required functions and
of the staff needed to carry them out, no practical conservation
or preservation of Oman’s heritage can be attempted. Walls’s
report stressed that unless large sums of money and profes-
sional experts were made available, little of Oman’s heritage
will remain in a maximum of twenty years.
Furthermore, Walls’ report concluded an estimation of the
three restoration projects which were underway; the largest
was the palace of Imam Bilarab at Jebreen. Under the agree-
ment with the Ministry, Dr. Enrico Pecoraro, who was sent
to Oman by the Instituto Italiano per il Medio to e Estremo
Oriente (ISMEO) to supervise the restoration process. The
report mentioned that in spite of sufﬁcient funds not being
available, the quality and technical standards achieved were
high, but only through dedication and self-reliance of the
architect who is on site every working moment.
The second conservation process was Bait Nadir which was
aimed to become the Museum of National Heritage in Muscat.
Unfortunately, this project would not be a public image of the
ministry. The work for which a local architect could have been
appointed, was unsupervised; there were no drawings or writ-
ten speciﬁcations. The ﬁnal product was unsightly and crudely
ﬁnished.
The third project was Bahla’s sur (ramparts). The mud
brick ramparts which surround the oasis are over seven and
a half kilometers long and resemble the Great Wall of China.
The consultant was told that three contractors had tendered
for the job. Two were in the region of 60,000–70,000 Rials,
while the tender accepted the third 8000 Rials. It was obvious
that at that day’s prices, 26 Rials per meter of the wall was an
inadequate amount for the restoration process. Neither the
contractors received any speciﬁcations nor written instructors
nor did the ministry have criteria on which they can assess
the standard of workmanship and its cost.
Finally, the report mentioned some suggestions for the
Ministry to take into consideration before proceeding any fur-
ther restorations; to give priority to well invest the cost of
employing skilled professionals and craftsmen, to avoid expen-
diture on work which will require a complete overhaul after a
few months or years, to stop acceptance of a tender because he
is the cheapest which proves in the long term to be the most
expensive and destructive one, to allocate realistic and ﬂexible
as there are so many unknowns in the ﬁeld of conservation and
to assign staff responsibilities and supervising activities at the
beginning of each project [4].
Later, the Department of Historic Forts and Castles coop-
erated with the Department of Civil and Architecture Engi-
neering, Sultan Qaboos University in some restoration
projects. Nowadays, the Department of Historic Forts and
Castles has only one appointed specialized British architect,
who works with some young Omani architects, surveyors
and employees. Through the past 35 years, according to an
interview with Mr. Yassin R., in the mentioned Department
in February, 2009, the department restored only forty-three
historical constructions out of a targeted 350 constructions
[14].A glance at restoration work
The term of ‘‘re-qualifying’’ has to be deﬁned, taking into con-
sideration that this term is one of a family of terms; to restore,
268 S.M. Hegazyto preserve, to repair, to reconstruct, to intervene, to conserve,
and to renovate. All these terms are indicative of actions taken
to prevent decay, and within this objective, it includes manage-
ment of change and presentation of the object [15,16].
The objective of the re-qualifying process has also to be
deﬁned ﬁrst. In case of historical museums, it is to present
the building in its full authentic and historical context to be
studied for educational and artistic purposes within the context
of cultural tourism. The values of conservation process have to
be settled in advance, which in this case could be:
I. Usage values: Political, social (including identity and
continuity) and economical (including tourism).
II. Cultural values: documentary, historic, esthetic and
architectural values.
III. Emotional values: (Identity & continuity also), symbolic
and spiritual [15].
Before starting work on a historic structure, minimizing the
scale of unforeseen works must have a priority. The more
problems that are unknown, the more the costs are probably
to escalate. Decisions about the repair or alteration of an old
structure should be based on an understanding of its original
form, its construction, and the stages of its subsequent evolu-
tion [1]. Drawings of the construction, geological maps and
records of any work carried out to the structure, if available,
should be examined. The more that the advisory engineers
know the basic structural systems in the existing building,
the earlier in the design process decisions about such issues
can be addressed. Searching for elegant solutions to the struc-
tural problems caused by changes in use, changes in architec-
tural design, or changes in mechanical plants is an utmost
need [12].
Preliminary opening – up work in many cases may be worth
investing money. This ‘‘opening – up’’ has to be sufﬁcient to
enable the professional advisors to have sufﬁcient information
to proceed with the work with minimal risk of escalation of
costs as a result of unforeseen problems and to ensure that they
do not put themselves at risk of legal action after the work has
been completed. A careful examination of the building can
determine the most effective locations of any necessary open-
ing – up. For instance, a damp-stained patch on a ceiling, mold
growth behind a downpipe, signiﬁcant cracks, etc. Non-
destructive techniques enable broad overview to be taken rela-
tively quickly and limit the need for opening up. Many non-
destructive techniques including radar, thermography, radiog-
raphy, and ultrasound enable a board overview to be taken rel-
atively quick and limit the need for opening up.
The effect of vibrations on buildings must be considered.
Vibrations can be caused by passing road trafﬁc, railways,
both surface and underground, by uses of the building, and
by other sources including blasting and construction works.
When heavy vehicles pass, windows vibrate, ornaments rattle,
etc. Vehicles on smooth roads near the building create much
lower levels of vibration than similar speeds on rough roads.
Protection against ﬁre is one of the biggest priorities in the
rehabilitating of historical buildings. Fire is the greatest single
threat to the fabric and contents of any building; the loss of
authentic fabric in a ﬁre is irretrievable. The positioning and
choice of detectors is signiﬁcant in historic buildings, particu-
larly where there are ornate ceilings for visual reasons, they
are often placed close to the wall above the door, so that theycannot be seen when entering the room. Many techniques can
be employed; point smoke detectors, beam detectors, and aspi-
rating systems, also known as air sampling systems. A small
sampling tube is to be inserted through the ceiling, so they
are visually ideal [1].
The main participants and requirements to fulﬁll the con-
servation process could be as follows:
I. An integrated team of professionals have to collaborate;
administrator or owner, archeologists, architects, art/
architectural historians, contractors, conservators, civil,
mechanical, and electrical engineers, environmental
engineers, historic garden engineers master craft worker,
material scientist, quantity surveyor, town planner and
curator.
II. A historical research and analysis supported by photo-
graphic records has to be committed.
III. Initial report based upon visual inspection listing all the
defects (voids, cracks discontinuities, etc.) must be done.
IV. Evaluating of the total structural performance and
recording of the initial state of the building; soil mechan-
ics, humidity studies and opening up doubted parts
should be included [15].
V. Authentic visual appearance, its detailing, dimensions,
colors and textures are of prime importance and must
be considered.
VI. Adapting historical buildings for new usage may require
applying new technologies or materials to enhance the
level of comfort and suit the new usage of the building.
However, in very little rooms this action requires sound
technical knowledge, combined with good design, crafts-
manship and sensitivity [17].
VII. Final estimates and proposals with speciﬁcations and
full report to apply for a governmental grant.
It should be emphasized that when inspecting an existing
structure it is not realistic to assume that every defect which
exists within the building will be identiﬁed. The law recognizes
that perfection is unattainable and hence does not impose lia-
bility simply because the engineer fails to make a perfect diag-
nosis. However, the participation of the aforementioned
comprehensive reasonably experienced and competent profes-
sionals will reduce the unidentiﬁed defects to a minimum.
Finally, a historic building is considered of value not only
because of its age but also because of its uniqueness, its devi-
ation from the norm and hence to a certain extent from what
is standard. This constitutes the building’s signiﬁcance or
authenticity, a quality that is vital to keep. On the other hand,
the successful preservation of a historic building depends on its
continued use and the daily care and maintenance that comes
with this. The possibility of continued use depends on the
adaptation of the building to present day standards and ways
of living and in turn these probably require changes in some of
the buildings.Reﬂection on conservation process of Bait Faransa as the
Omani–French museum
Responding to the aforementioned decision of his Majesty Sul-
tan Qaboos, in 1989 to transform Bait Faransa to the Omani
French Museum, a committee headed by the Deputy Prime
Room 7
Reconstruction of 
consul Ottavi's office
Room 5
Historical navigation 
room
Fig. 4 First ﬂoor plan.
Conservation of historical buildings 269Minister was selected to follow up the conservation process.
The committee members were; the Minister of Heritage and
Culture, the French ambassador, the consultant of the ministry
of Heritage and Culture, the General Director of Culture at
The Ministry of Heritage and Culture, a representative of
the Ministry of Finance, the Museum Curator, and the Deputy
Museum Curator. The General Authority of Projects & Main-
tenance at the Royal Court (Diwan) took full responsibility
and supervision of the pre-qualifying process during 1989–
1992. The committee has the decision of authenticity approach
for the conservation process. A local Omani company was
commissioned of the restoration process.
When the responsibility of maintenance and supervision of
the museum was passed to the Ministry of National Heritage
and Culture, no documents were delivered. Which means that,
records are in an inaccessible location or under tight restric-
tion, such that they are not available. Therefore, the reﬂection
on the conservation process will be according to the available
information and the predicted later consequences.
To assess the realization of the objectives and values; Full
documentary and historical context have been achieved
through all the rooms of the museum. All rooms are dedicated
to document the bilateral historical relationships between
Oman and France to support the contemporary political rela-
tions and to ensure the continuity between past and future as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The continuity and identity are achieved through an
authentically renovating process with complete care of every
minute detail of the building. These details were recorded in
photographs, diplomatic archives stored by the French Minis-
try of Foreign affairs, as well as documents loaned by the
descendants of two of the French consuls in Oman. These
helped to recreate the essential features of the museum as
shown in Fig. 5.
Esthetical and architectural values achieved through the
materials employed in this building the paint speciﬁcations,
the ﬁnishes and chosen techniques recalled with a degree ofRo
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Fig. 3 Ground ﬂoor plan.certainty. The building has some of the most distinctive archi-
tectural features like carved wooden doors with chiseled geo-
metric or ﬂoral patterns as shown in Fig. 6, beside carved
wooden screens & stucco work [6].
The building has also spiritual and symbolic value as it rep-
resents one of the references of vernacular Omani architecture
with human scale and contrast of expressive details and deco-
ration against the massive solidity of the rendered walls as mil-
itary style as shown in Fig. 7. Omani traditional architecture
has a wonderfully sensitive appreciation of the materials and
colors of the natural physical environment, demonstrated in
the use of local material technology (stone, mud brick, wood,
lime and mud plaster) with restricted height of a maximum of
three stories [9].
The required team of professionals was not fully repre-
sented, as shown in the following Table 1, which will affect tre-
mendously on the whole conservation process.
From the following table, it can be concluded that:
- The absence of structural, mechanical and electrical profes-
sional engineers, besides the absence of material profession-
als resulted in problems concerning the safety and
appearance of the building.
- The absence of a town planner resulted in the absence of
precautions concerning the location planning. In the year
2000 a new road was paved adjacent to the museum and
heavy machines were used. The vibrations affected the
beams and the ﬂooring. The museum’s curator wrote a
memo to the maintenance Department of the Ministry of
Heritage and Culture, but no one seemed to bother [18].
- The absence of historic garden engineer resulted in using
excessive green area around the building without selecting
special types of trees and plants-which do not need regular
irrigation. The daily irrigation affected the foundations
later on and still does.
- The authentic visual appearance of the museum, which was
carefully handled, was threatened later on as a result of not
considering the current comfort and safety standards in
addition to the required plants for the new function of
Fig. 5 A view from the ﬁrst ﬂoor gallery opening to the courtyard in both (1907, 2009) showing care for every ancient detail.
Fig. 6 One of the ancient wooden doors of the building.
270 S.M. Hegazythe building. Keeping the inner patio exposed to open sky
means neglecting the need to enhance the level of comfort
especially the severe climatic conditions of Muscat, Hot
and humid in summer (June 31–48 degrees centigrade). InFig. 7 The building represents the vernacular architecture2000, the museum’s curator asked the Department of
Museums in the Ministry of Heritage & Culture to cover
the patio to enhance the comfort level inside the building,
besides the need of a glass door next to the outer wooden
door which is always kept open during work hours. The
response to her request was without any reference to or
matching of the existing traditional materials-aluminum
sections and glass were used which affected the visual
appearance. Later on, some necessary items like TV, video,
monitoring system, air conditioning units were added with-
out any treatment to keep the same feeling of the historical
context of the museum.
- The safety standards did not respond to the required stan-
dards of a historical museum. No ﬁre detectors were added
just one ﬁre extinguisher in the reception area. This was and
still a real threat.
Some of the aforesaid problems – which were concerning
mainly with the building’s safety and appearance-required an
additional re-upgrading process after only 3 years of the ﬁrst
upgrading process. Extra sums of money were spent and a par-
tial treatment was adopted as it will be clariﬁed in the next
point.(the contrast of details against massive solidity walls).
Table 1 Demonstrating the actual participants of professionals sharing in the renovation process of the Omani–French museum
compared with the required professionals.
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In 1995, serious problems affected the physical, functional and
esthetical performance of the building, in addition to the safety
of the building. The Ministry of Heritage & Culture – the com-
petent authority-asked two professional French & Syrian
Engineers to prepare a report on the issue.
On 28th.April, 1995 the report handed over to both the said
Ministry and the French embassy included that the walls are sat-
urated with moisture which affected the safety, rendering andpaint. This moisture was due to the absence of waterprooﬁng
against underground water in the building stone foundations,
so the water goes inwards through walls by capillary attraction.
Many cracks were also observed in ceilings, walls and pillars.
The report included that, the level of underground water is
affected by rain water which ﬂows from the higher level of the
adjacent street. Regular irrigation of the museum gardens to
the East and North shared in raising the underground water
in addition to the penetration of drainage water from the ablu-
tion room of the adjacent mosque to the south and the rise of
ground water during ﬂashﬂoods.
After six months of observation, the two professionals dis-
covered that cracks were due to separation between plaster and
Fig. 8 Steel corrosion caused cracks in outer plaster.
Fig. 9 The ideal treatment rejected for extra cost.
Fig. 10 The adopted partial treatment.
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the aforementioned problem, the unnecessary use of
galvanized steel sheets and steel angles during the previous
conservation process to strengthen the structure-the structureFig. 11 A pillar duringsystem can carry ten times the existing load. This use of galva-
nized steel sheets and steel angles, resulted in iron corrosion
which increases the iron thickness from 1 cm to 2: 2.5 cm
and caused cracks in plaster as shown in Fig. 8.
Treatment applied
The ideal treatment for underground water penetration is com-
plete damp prooﬁng from inside and outside of the founda-
tions beside ground ﬂooring as shown in Fig. 9. In addition
to using ceramic cylinders 50 cm distant from each other to
evaporate penetrated water before reaching the inner walls.
But this solution was rejected because it will destroy the expen-
sive marble ﬂooring besides the closure of the museum for a
long time.
The partial treatment shown in Fig. 10, was adopted, pro-
tected the walls from 50% to 70% of the penetrated water
from the foundations. However, this treatment requires yearly
maintenance.
First of all, a trench of 220 cm in height was dug around the
building. Plain concrete with Portland anti-salts cement was
used, besides air motors to cover the outer surface of the con-
crete with 9 layers of water prooﬁng (Flex coat).
Then, the corrosive iron in walls and pillars was replaced
with new ones. Three layers of sand plastid were used,and after restoration.
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an iron mesh placed before the last layer of acrylic paint as
shown in Fig. 11. Three layers of sand plastid were used, with
a 2.5 cm thickness for each (ex-plaster was 15 cm in some
areas) and an iron mesh was placed before the last layer of
acrylic paint. Replacing water prooﬁng to the roof and using
rainwater spouts. In addition, damaged water and electricity
supplies were replaced.
At last, a trench was dug in front of the museum’s entrance
to prevent rain water from ﬂowing in from the higher level
street and affecting the building’s foundations. A new ablution
room for the adjacent mosque away from the museum’s wall
was constructed. The mission has been accomplished in 1997
with a total cost of 16,000$ [19].
Conclusion
1. A critical real example to a conservation process of a won-
derful building – the Omani French museum-has been pre-
sented. The building was established 200 years ago, and
plays an important role in the relationship between Sultan-
ate of Oman and France in the past and present.
2. Through the study of the restoration process of the Omani–
French museum, it was very obvious that in Oman-as in
most of the developing countries-the conservation of histor-
ical buildings with its complex nature and its requirements
of planning, work, large funds, and the participation of a
whole team of experienced professionals constitute a real
burden on the local authorities and beyond the capabilities
of any developing countries.
3. This paper aims to emphasize the importance of the full
support and participation of related institutions and socie-
ties in developed countries in the conservation of tradi-
tional and historical buildings in developing countries as
human heritage not just local heritage. The tremendous
lack of efﬁcient technicians, planning policy, and decision
making is affecting a lot the ability of developing countries
to do such an important mission alone.
4. Furthermore, the paper highlights through a real experi-
ence some critical criteria of the conservation process, some
of which were mentioned in previous references, such as:
An integrated team of highly qualiﬁed professionals have
to be involved in re-qualifying historic buildings. The major
professions involved in the aforesaid process are: architects,
archeologists, building economists, structural, mechanical,
electrical engineers, art historians, material scientists, crafts
persons for each material, building contractors, surveyors,
town planners, conservators, environmental, historical gar-
den engineers and curators.
5. The paper draws attention may be for the ﬁrst time, to the
fact that the mission of the aforementioned team should not
end by the end of the conservation process. Rather, precau-
tion should be taken to assure the wellbeing of the monu-
ment from future problems or modiﬁcations have to be
considered. In addition, the conservation documents must
be available and accessible for any further maintenance
or modiﬁcations.
6. Ground water levels near historic buildings must be
recorded periodically as the presence of water in any of
its various forms causes or accelerates the decay of mostbuilding materials. The removal or abatement of any source
of vibration near historical buildings is necessary. Road
surfaces near historic buildings should be carefully main-
tained. Heavy vehicles are banned and vehicles’ speed
restricted.
7. Authentic idea of historical buildings, such as: original
materials, technical and esthetical appearance is extremely
important. However, there should be some room to maneu-
ver to suit the new function, the level of comfort, and the
contemporary standards of safety. Modern techniques
could be used, but with great concern of the true spirit of
the original environment.
8. In addition to the points aforementioned, this research
highlighted some important criteria such as: a comprehen-
sive pre-study of the conservation process is less expensive
and more efﬁcient in every way. Preventive maintenance
is the highest form of upgrading activity and should be a
part of the planned strategy.
9. This research will serve as a guide for future similar opera-
tions. Locally, presenting this research for the Egyptian and
Omani students will encourage them to get a critical eye as
a ﬁrst step in getting a scientiﬁc mentality. This type of
thinking is not yet wide spread in Egypt and Oman as is
the case in other developing countries.
Finally, in developing countries with lack of transparency,
accessing information concerning a questioned process is a real
achievement.Conﬂict of interest
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